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to homosexuals while I was in danger of rejecting the
personality theories I found more feasible simply because they
were unfavourable to homosexuals. Something like a woman
rejecting the whole of Freud's theory because she could not
accept the penis envy part of it.
The final crunch came when a behavourist gave us a series
of lectures which included homosexuality and its treatment.
The treatment was aversion therapy. Any of you who have
ever house trained a dog understand the basic principle of
aversion therapy. If the dog craps on the carpet you punish it
and before long the dog will stop crapping on the carpet.
Aversion therapy is as simple as that. It is generally done with
electric shocks. Unfortunately it can only S~()p
behaviour. It can only stop homosexual~.,Jt()Xll . forrmng
homosexual acts; it cannot turn us inti:>,ke~f<:l~xuals. Because
of this it is a most unhumane pra9~~~tbeing no better than
castration.
This behavourist justifiedthluse of aversion therapy on the
grounds that it is only used on voluntary subjects. However he
firmly believed, and m\l<leJt quite clear, that a homosexual
was self destructive a
apaple of living a fulfilling life. He
believed pressure sh
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In any case tt,~ at this point that I began to re~isejust
how necessary ~ some sort of organisation whi~fi ~ould
encourage hom~Jf,µals openly to admit . th,Y} were
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rush home, put
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spots of the city.
boiled lollies to small boys. My secret life consisted of going
home from work, watching T.V. and arguing with my lover
over whose turn it was to cook dinner.
My life style changed dramatically when I met Michael. He
had been found out while he was at Queensland University
long before I met him. He was thrown out of Uni and his
family and friends all came to know that he was homosexual.
As a result he was also thrown out of home. So by the time I
met him he had been living for some time as a known
homosexual. He had collected a circle of friends, mostly

heterosexual, who totally accepted him. He introduced me
into this circle and I learnt for the first time in my life what it
was like to be able to give complete expression to my
personality.
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Fortunately most of this happened shortly before I did my
matriculation and went to university. I came to expect that
our friends would tell any new recruit to our circle that I was
homosexual and mostly they did.
Those years at university were extremely happy for me in
this respect. I gained a great deal of confidence and began to
realise that I did not have to apologise for my existence. But
this was in the sheltered world of the university, and I realized
Ivvtiul(i SQQn ~ave to face the outside world again. I vowed
that l woulq 11e,ver again lead a double life but, of course, I
knew I wouldCThe future situation distressed me considerably.
It is very easy not to mention one's homosexuality. Indeed if
one does one is often ac<:used of exploiting it. This accusation
is, I feel, most unfair. Here tonight I have met many people for
the course of ordinary, polite pre-dinner
the first time.
· able to find out that some of you are
conversation
married,
widowed, efo. and how many children you
have. In
of you would &embarrassed if I simply
asked
you married?". I have not, however, been able
<rn•n "nr.·m many of you are homosexual or have had
of you would probably be
relations.
ottenitlel;ltit I asked you. Here is the iniquity of the situation.
talk about your marriage and not be accused of
ting your heterosexuality yet a homosexual can't talk
a~otit his/her marriage without being ace.used of exploiting
his/her homosexuality. I refuse not · to mention my
homosexuality. It is an essential facit of my personality and to
deny it is to deny myself. But by saying that I must (for sheer
self preservation) inform people that I am a homosexual, I do
not mean that I intend to rush up to them and hit them in the
eye with "I'm a homosexual"! ~ather l mean that in the usual
social situation of meeting new people I must be able to talk
of my marriage and my sexual preferences.
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At the time of leaving University however I felt that the
difficulty of "being natural" would be too great. I was sure
that I would again allow a mystery to be built up around me to be thought of as the bachelor gay instead of as the gay
bachelor.
I was then, not only aware of the need for a homosexual
organisation but also of the need for myself to become known
as a homosexual outside the circle of friends Michael and I
sh~,ed.,. f talk.ed the whole thing over with Chris and we
~ided to launch the Campaign.

Monthly Recruitment Rate (Federal)

My picture was published in the papers and I appeared oni
T.V. and radio. Everyone slapped me on the back and called
me courageous. As you have heard tonight my motives wef
quite selfish and hardly altruistic.
They were however one part of the set offorcesibehind
formation of C.A.M.P. I say one part because I cannot s
for Chris , nor for the many others who respon
immediately to the publicity. We all had different motiv
forming C.A.M.P. We all have on common goal restoration of our rights as citizens and the realization
ourselves as unfettered individuals.
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